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Cracking In: The Psychotherapeutic Action of Comedy

Ken Corbett, Ph.D.

The relational reach and psychotherapeutic action of comedy are
examined in the opening phase of treatment with a man who had
an early history of neglect and consequent neurotic isolation.
Through the examination of a series of comedic enactments that
cracked into the beginning phase of this treatment, comedy's
animating force to defy neurotic gravity and aid in the reanimation
of primal density is considered. The ways in which laughter
opened into a maternal erotic transference-countertransference is
further detailed, in conjunction with reflection aimed at the
aggression of this comedic bond, including countertransference
hate.

Having broken through in this revolutionary matter of being
amused in the sacred progress of psychoanalysis, we might as
well continue to see where that more joyous state of mind might
take us.

—W.R. Bion, Bion in New York and São Paulo
I take as my point of departure the need to distinguish (and yet not

separate) cracking up from breaking down. Consider the directional and
relational difference suggested by breaking down as opposed to cracking up.
Principles of physics are invoked: Down signifies the power of gravity; up
represents the doomed challenge thereto. There is also a system of values at
work: We get down. We ask, “What's up?” Getting down is gritty. What's up
is glancing. Breaking down is serious. Cracking up is silly.
—————————————

I am indebted to Phillip Freeman and David Power for their thoughtful
discussions of an earlier version of this paper.
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But might there be more to cracking up than mere silliness? What of
comedy's gut-busting expansiveness and its l-i-t-e lack of gravity? In this vein,
might we link comedy with what physicists are now calling “antigravity?”
Apparently all that goes up does not come down, and the universe is
continuing to expand beyond gravity's reach. Gravity, as it turns out, may not
have the last laugh. It is toward comedy's expansive possibilities that I turn—
toward comedy's therapeutic action as it defies neurotic gravity. Comedy
expands and often creates relational space, frequently cracking into the
neurotic's long-held isolation.

In addressing the manner in which the neurotic suffers from isolation
(self/other; inside/outside; actuality/fantasy), I am following Mitchell's
(2000) evocation of Loewald's proposition that in neurosis “the constituents
of mind have drifted too far from their original dense unity” (p. 4). Cut off
from the animating force of this primal density (this lush amalgam of body,
word, affect, and relation), neurotics live at a dull remove, both within
themselves and between themselves and others. Removed from primal
density, neurotics are hindered in their experience of mental freedom; these
are not minds open to experiences of expansion and revision, these are not
bodies open to desire or pleasure.

Animating therapeutic space and finding the action in therapeutic action are
often a struggle with neurotic patients. Reverie can be difficult to establish as
the hours settle and sink into a litany of compulsion and complaint.
Association is overruled by the demand for a logically sequenced narrative.
Interpretation results in more compulsive rumination. And the analyst is left to
find a different way in.

Therapeutic action with neurotic patients often hinges on the animation and
reanimation of primal density. Such animation, in turn, hinges on our efforts to
loosen neurotics' obsessive grip on ordered conscious mentation, and to draw
them into a mode of relational reverie and association wherein they are freed
both by and of the unconscious as resistance is lifted.

Most often, reanimation and therapeutic action with neurotic patients has
been linked to breakdown, which is almost exclusively discussed in tragic
turns and terms. Patients are depicted working through the grief of abandoned
illusions, distorting anger, and abject retreats as they move toward increased
responsibility, insight, and maturity although, as is well known (perhaps more
in action than in theory), tragic turns are not the only ones taken in the course
of any
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given psychotherapy. Distinct from the tragic world in which insight follows
on blindness, insight can and does follow on the absurd and subverted vision
of comedy. Moreover, tragic truths often have a surprising way of emerging
from comedy. Alongside and inside breakdown, there is cracking up.

In overlooking cracking up to the extent that we have, we have not only
limited our notion of therapeutic action but have also limited the animating
force of comedy as a relational strategy. Indeed, the relational dimensions of
comedy can be found in the very root of the word, which is comus, a root
shared with community. There is also an element of community (some manner
of association and fellowship) that serves to distinguish jokes from comedy.
As Freud (1905) put it, “A joke is made, the comic is found” (p. 181).
Consider how comedians speak of jokes as “landing.” Jokes are most often
unidirectional. They come from the analyst to the patient or visa versa.
Comedy, on the other hand, is more often bidirectional or intersubjective. It
arises between analyst and patient and thereby creates a different plane of
therapeutic action. In that plane, one has a greater opportunity to observe,
monitor, modulate, and reflect on affective states.

It seems that laughter, too, is more often found than made. Provine (2000),
in a recent review of empirical research on laughter, points out that most
laughter occurs as a by-product of play, not in response to jokes. In other
words, laughter, like comedy, is most often communal, serving as an
interanimating force in the construction of relational space.

I move forward in this essay by looking at the ways in which comedy and
laughter served to construct relational space in the opening phase of treatment
with a patient I call Mr. B. I detail a series of comedic enactments that
cracked into the beginning phase of our work. I consider the animating
potential of laughter, and the role of comedic action as it opened into a
maternal erotic transference-countertransference. I also reflect on the
aggression of this comedic bond, including my own countertransference hate,
and how anxieties about such aggression and hate may inhibit the analyst.

Comedy and Relational Space
When Mr. B first came to see me, I recall wondering if I would be able to

work with him. Could I sit with his seemingly dead and empty life?
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Would I die, or (perhaps more to the point) would I fail to come alive along
with him? I recall in particular our first consultation. In the grand tradition of
19th-century continental fiction, Mr. B was quite literally dyspeptic. He
entered my office chewing antacids. His sour stomach was matched only by
his sour outlook on life. He ventured forth telling me that his wife of 14 years
had just left him and that he spent the majority of his days staring out the
window of his high-rise office. His speech was clipped, as though words
were bitten. Eye contact was fleeting. He told his story from a critical
remove. Accusation trumped any expression of loss or despair. He described
the waning passion in his relationship with his wife, how they fell into a bitter
yet dull remove, adding almost offhandedly that they both knew he was gay
when they married. In a similar fashion, he described his ascent (inflected as
a descent) into the nether world of a large corporation, where he circulated
among all the other useless vice presidents, moving from meeting to meeting,
from lunch to lunch.

At one point—somewhat to my surprise, because Mr. B had shown
seemingly little awareness of my existence—he broke from his story to
comment on a painting in my office. He thought it looked like the work of a
well-known artist but decided that it in fact was not. Similarly, he questioned
whether I was a “real analyst.” After all, I didn't “do a very good job of
looking the part.” Undoubtedly, as an escape from the sour pain and biting
discernment of this meeting, I drifted into a reverie in which I found myself
imaging Mr. B as he hurried to the window to catch a glimpse of his neighbor
exiting the carriage of her lover. He went on, in my mind, to remark on the
poor cut of the neighbor's gown and the shabby condition of the lover's
carriage and four.

In hindsight, I attribute this reverie to reading entirely too much 19th-
century continental fiction. But then again, I believe my reverie was also a
mixed expression of indignation and affection. One is drawn to see fictional
characters such as the one I just described (Lady Catherine DeBarge in Pride
and Prejudice is an especially good example) as absurd people who are cut
off from passion, living mannered lives of limited mental freedom. Their
tongues are sharp, but their lives are dull. Their lives are circumscribed by
their remove from primal density. Animation and affect, to the extent that one
could call it that, is reserved for criticism.

But along with viewing these characters as absurd, one is drawn in by their
sharp tongues. We laugh not only at Lady Catherine's arrogant
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piety and excessive purism, but also with her in recognition of her brittle
effort to conceal her desire. In my reverie, I was not only observing Mr. B's
cultivation (or condescension, as Lady Catherine would have it), I was also
feeling my way toward an awareness of the ways in which he leaned on the
pride of incredulity (the painting was not an original, I was not a real analyst)
to ward off his despair in the face of falseness (he was a corporate suit, he
was a closeted homosexual).

Mr. B was not alone in slipping the knot of despair. As I indicate, my
reverie functioned as an escape, as a quiet move around my own anxieties. In
the reverie, I look out at Mr. B (I am not the one being examined, judged. I am
not the scrutinized bourgeois professional, the object of the consumer's gaze.)
I tease him, however silently and to myself. (I am not the analyst who has
failed to dress the part.) I cast him as anxious and effete. (I am not the
authority who is haunted, as are all who are deemed authorities, by my own
grasp on authenticity and confidence.)

My concerns about agreeing to work with Mr. B were amply reinforced as
we embarked on his treatment. I recall sitting with a kind of dour dread
through many opening hours during which Mr. B obsessively recounted the
details of his divorce and his empty, yet oddly functional, work life. It was
not the details per se that proved difficult to listen to, it was the narrative
texture—a narrative that was so tightly affixed to secondary-process functions
(cohesion, specifics, organization, reorganization, precision, sobriety, and
control). Questions only elicited more ruminative details. Comments on the
seamless exactitude or the lack of affect confused and further inhibited Mr. B.

It was during one of these hours that something surprising happened. I
dropped my pen and it rolled under the couch. Mr. B heard me trying to
reclaim it with my foot and asked, “What exactly is going on back there?” I
told him what had happened and then I got up, crawled partway under the
couch, and retrieved the pen. As I sat back down, Mr. B began to laugh (for
what I believe was the first time in our meetings) and said, “I can't believe
you just did that.” This led to a rather animated discussion about his sense that
I was to stay in my chair, mind my place, “listen, occasionally speak, and
never move.”

With time, I slowly became aware of how my physical lapses or missteps
were beginning to figure into our work with some regularity. I spilled my tea,
tripped on the carpet's edge, bumped into furniture
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on my way into the room, and nearly knocked over a lamp as I sought to
rescue my falling appointment book. In a particularly spectacular moment of
slapstick, I sneezed as I was taking a drink of water, managing to spray the
contents of the glass halfway across the room. These moments proved
intriguing in several respects, the first being that this way of inhabiting space
is unfamiliar to me. I like to think of myself as a relatively competent physical
being. But alas, as Bollas (1995) has quipped, “The parapraxal act places
banana peels in the self's path, forever undermining the arrogance of
consciousness” (p. 222).

Mr. B was keen to observe these physical lapses, to which he would
respond alternatively with amusement and derision. It was with mixed
feelings that he considered me absentminded, nerdy, and perhaps a bit
immature: “How old are you, exactly?” he asked. In this respect, I was often
compared with his previous analyst, who was held forward as patrician and
authoritative, with both hands on the wheel. His office was on Park Avenue,
complete with Regency furniture, hunt prints, and Ivy League diplomas. His
hair was gray, as were his suits. He was a training analyst at the oldest
psychoanalytic institute in the country and the author of a book to which Mr. B
referred as a “classic.”

During what I think of as a particularly telling hour, I met Mr. B in the
waiting room; we walked into my office; he lay down on the couch; I sat in my
chair, promptly spilled my tea, and exclaimed, “Shit, I did it again!” There
was a moment of silence, or as much silence as mopping up tea affords,
followed by Mr. B's efforts to suppress laughter. Finally, he could hold back
no longer and began to laugh and sing, “Shit, I did it again” to the tune of a
then-popular song, “Oops I did it again” by Britney Spears. I responded with
“I'm not that innocent,” another line from the song. There followed a
particularly long silence, and Mr. B finally revealed that he was stunned. It
was bad enough that I cursed, but the fact that I apparently listened to Britney
Spears was more than he could fathom, at which point we both fell into
laughter.

I must confess that at this point I caught myself on the verge of attempting to
defend myself—to say something to the effect that I only knew the song as a
consequence of hearing it at the gym as I climbed the Stairmaster to nowhere.
But the fact is, I am someone who curses and knows Britney Spears. I am
someone who was squirming
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in his seat, fighting off deadness, drowning in obsessive rumination, and
hating the trap. Some days I literally hated my chair. I am, as I said, not that
innocent. I did not defend myself, a defense that would have functioned not
only to ease the shame of being a middle-aged man who listens to vapid pop,
but also to distract me from reflecting on my lack of innocence and my
experience of hate, reflections that would prove helpful as the treatment
moved forward.

More important at this point in the treatment, such a defense would have
moved us out of the potential space of cracking in—a space and a move that
opens into embodied experience. During this opening phase of our work
together, I privileged such moments. I purposefully did not seek to interpret
them, nor did I press Mr. B for his associations or reflections. I let these
moments stand, and followed Mr. B's thoughts as they came forward on his
own accord. As I will detail, he generally moved forward with thoughts or
into feeling states that expressed his experience of alienation, gravity, and
despair. His was a life without intimates and friends, and he had lived much
of it outside of mutual recognition and the embodied pleasure that it can bring.
These thoughts and feelings sometimes led to reflections on the neglect that
characterized his childhood. At other times these comedic turns led Mr. B to
contemplate how little he had laughed in his life, how infrequently he had felt
the pull of play with another, and how odd and even a bit frightening it felt to
surrender to this newfound pleasure. Much later in the treatment, he looked
back on these moments and spoke of them as key in his struggle to ward off
his usual weariness in order to trust me: “They felt like a kind of spontaneous
empathy. It was both welcome and confusing.”

I also followed my own associations and reflections, moving silently
toward examining how these enactments might be the expression of both my
countertransference hate and my growing affection for Mr. B. I did not bring
my own thoughts forward regarding my countertransference reflections during
this opening phase. Later, much later in the treatment I did comment on how
Mr. B's weary obsessional defenses made it very difficult to reach him. We
spoke of the interpersonal consequences and how others, including me, could
feel shut out, pushed aside, and angrily alienated.

I do not intend to argue here for the efficacy of action over reflection or
interpretation per se. I prefer to live in a world where one can appreciate the
utility of both. Nor do I subscribe to some precise
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timetable where interpretation is concerned: Yes then, no now. I often find
with patients such as Mr. B, however, that interpretation in the opening phase
of treatment is premature in terms of what I understand about the patient and
also, which is more important, what the patient understands about himself.
Moreover, my experience with obsessive patients has often led me to
understand that early interpretations are unwelcome; if something of
importance is to be said, the patient wants to be the one to say it.

I also prefer to live in a world where we are not forced to split the
romance of the primal from the reality of the secondary. The road from
primary process to secondary process is paved with interimplications; it is
not a linear route from the unruly and unwashed to the ruled and knowing. I do
not wish to make some romantic case for laughter, but at the same time, I do.
Romance and the intricate network of containment, suppression, and
expression that is romance are often, if not always, in play in the opening
phase (and throughout) any treatment. Tracking the work of laughter and
comedy as it reflected the romance of this treatment proved very useful.
Falling into the primal pleasure of laughter without immediately naming it or
reflecting on it also proved very useful.

In the opening phase of this treatment, I do not believe the laughter was a
matter of getting the joke, as it were. Rather, the laughter encoded the pleasure
of unified embodied experience—the mutual meeting of body, affect, voice,
relation—and the spontaneous and often unspoken empathy that, as Mr. B
pointed out, arises therefrom. After all, how had we found our way to Britney
Spears? Not through her lyrics, I venture. Consider how it might be said that
young children lack a sense of humor; they find verbal jokes bewildering, and
yet they delight in the bodily distortion of making faces, the exaggerated
locomotion of pratfalls, or the rhyming rhythm of songs (Kristeva, 1980). The
relational experience is not garnered through the symbolic or semantic
significance of words or play, but rather through the immediate sensory and
affective resonance of words, movement, and play. Included in this
experience is what we might call the comedic play of primal density—the
pop, the pratfalls, the squeals and squeaks, the vertiginous grip of laughter, the
drooling lip-smacking kisses, the gurgling giggle, the bray and the honk. As
the poet Mary Oliver (1978) puts it, “Joy is a taste before it's anything else,
and the body can lounge for hours devouring the important moments” (p. 84).
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The Animating Potential of Laughter
I first became interested in these important moments and their link with

therapeutic action when, early in my training, I worked with a young autistic
boy. Armed with my rudimentary understanding of play therapy and a basket
of toys, we set about to play. Rather, I should say, I set about to play. My
patient was interested only in the radiator, turning the knob from on to off,
with an occasional pause to consider the hiss and clatter of steam rising in the
pipes: on/off, hiss/clatter, on/off, hiss/clatter.

With the dogged determination of a beginner I pressed forward, offering
toys and setting up play scenarios. I recall repeatedly rolling a ball in the
direction of my young patient, only to have it stop at his feet unmet. I then
began to think of the radiator as a toy and tried to incorporate it into the
symbolic action of play. I foolishly set out to make tea on top of the radiator.
My offer of tea was ignored—the clumsy host pressing unwelcome offerings
on a reluctant guest.

Eventually I joined in the radiator play. With my hand on top of his, we
turned the knob and listened for the sounds. This mutual repetition went on for
some time. After awhile, I began to imitate the sounds. I then offered my hand
as a knob and, imitating the sounds, in effect became the radiator, at which
point my young patient laughed, the first sound he had made. I was to learn
over time with this young boy that relational experience was not garnered
through the symbolic or semantic significance of words or play, but rather
through the immediate sensory and affective resonance of words and play.

While discussions about play are often at the heart of the psychoanalytic
discourse on treatment, play is generally approached and appreciated for its
symbolic and communicative value. Play is pursued in order to understand
what is being enacted during play, or what the play symbolizes. Little (very
little indeed) is said about the play in play. By this I mean the affects that are
released and the relations that are constructed through the expansion and
elasticity of play—an expansion that slips the knot of reason, the press of
propriety, and the heat of hate as one moves toward the delectable taint of the
tawdry, the forgiving forbidden, and the languor of laughter.

Now, it must be said here that one cannot laugh one's way to cure (or
whatever we are calling it these days). In fact, even common beliefs about the
holistic or analgesic effects of laughter have not been reliably
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supported in empirical studies on laughter (Provine, 2000). For example,
although I could reach toward my young patient through the animating
potential of laughter, I ultimately could not reach in. There was a spark, but no
flame. Following two years of intensive treatment undertaken in the context of
a therapeutic nursery, very little progress was made in moving from his
autistic position. In hindsight, I believe that we did create transitory states of
unified experience, but we were not able to build on them to create the
intersubjective space through which a child grows into relational awareness.
Words did not move from the sensual and affective features of sound toward
semantic, denotative, or pragmatic significance. Words remained locked in
the grip of primary process, and language did not come to function in a
secondary-process mode.

Quite distinct from my young patient, Mr. B talked almost nonstop and was
decidedly entrenched in the organization of secondary process. Yet my feeling
in the opening phase of our work was not unlike the feeling I had with my
young patient: How was I going to find a way in? With Mr. B, though, the
animating potential of laughter provided a different entrée: laughter and
comedy served to crack up secondary process and crack into primal density,
which in turn lubricated the gears of relational reverie. The seamless
narrative texture and the deadened affective surround gave way to
associations, slips, disorganization, pleasure, feeling states, and embodiment.
These cracked moments, as it were, afforded the affective traction to link
primal density and secondary process. The therapeutic action is found in this
linking, and for the neurotic, mutative action is found in the life of such links,
as they inform and unfurl into transference-countertransference relations. Too
often with obsessive patients, there is either no primal density or there is only
talk of the primal. The cracked moments to which I am referring brought
primal affect into the room and into the relationship, thereby affording a new
dialogue between the primary and secondary. These links were conscious and
verbalized as well as unconscious and not verbalized.

Maternal Transference/Countertransference: Comedy, Eros, and
Hate

Of particular importance with Mr. B was the manner in which we cracked
into embodiment through the contagious “infantile language”
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of laughter (Kristeva, 1980, p. 278) and therein discovered, as our work
progressed, a link through that primal experience with maternal erotic
transference and countertransference. Important as well were my own efforts
to examine the ways in which these comedic enactments served both to reveal
and to contain my own countertransference hate. The constructive dimensions
of my countertransference hate were particularly important to understand,
especially as they related to my own activity level with this patient whose
experience was so colored by neglect. Working in these transferential-
countertransferential spaces proved analytically very useful in understanding
and challenging Mr. B's neurotic isolation.

Mr. B was the third of four children. His younger sister was born 11
months after his own birth. As he put it, “There was no time for childhood,”
or, “Children are childish.” Although his was a family rich in material
resources, there was nevertheless an overbearing air of constraint—control
was consistently held up as the temperance of cultivation. One was pressed
and dressed by a nanny, presented to the assembled guests, and then swiftly
ushered back upstairs before the ice in the cocktails had time to melt.
Children were to be seen (just barely) and not heard. No elbows on the table.
No running in the house. Decorum superseded delight, purism trumped
pleasure, and feelings of shame and impotence flooded Mr. B's erotic
relations to such an extent that he virtually withdrew from the erotic realm. As
the treatment unfolded, I came to understand how Mr. B's erotic pleasure,
along with his conscious genital-sexual awareness, had failed to come to life,
overshadowed as they were by his mother's narcissistic needs and
understimulation. As a consequence of limited mutual recognition—up to and
including the lack of mutual destruction, negation, and repair, he moved
toward isolation and paranoia. His was not a mind that readily opened to
another. His was not a body that welcomed another's touch.

Together we began to consider how he might have held me as he felt held
by his mother; I was to be still, quiet, untouched, and unsexed. My virginal
body only opened through the ear of understanding. In this light, Mr. B
recalled (in what I came to think of as a screen memory) being bathed by his
nanny in a manner that felt harsh, quick, and cold. He was then briskly dried
off, thrust into pajamas, and sent to see his mother as she sat at her dressing
table preparing to go out for the evening. He watched in silence as she
watched herself carefully applying what she called her “face.” He associated
to a time later in
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life when he thought of himself as “faceless,” excluded, and without the
capacity to create excitement and desire in others. What is important, we
tracked the ways in which he felt he could not “face” me, he could not “look
at or into” me, with any assurance that I would return his gaze or that I would
turn toward his inquiring mind. More often, he turned away from me and
others, retreating to a position of cool indifference or withering criticism. My
“moves” were often criticized as either off the mark, reflecting bad timing, or
insufficiently analytic. My appearance was often scanned and critiqued: my
clothes fit too close to the body, they were too casual, and my style was too
“downtown.”

Along these lines, it was important to understand Mr. B's quest to construct
me as unsexed and immature. At odds with his reality-based perceptions and
his problematic glimmerings of desire, he nevertheless explained that he
thought of my body as being like that of a boy—a body that was unknowing of,
unmarked by, and uninjured by the vicissitudes of desire, a body that
experienced phallic strivings through a curious innocence, a body that did not
lay claim to objects of desire or knowingly hold itself out in a quest to be
desired, a body that was neither seen nor heard.

And yet, as Mr. B. explained, this formulation was not quite right. “It
doesn't quite work,” he said, “because you won't settle down. You must have
been a little devil.” I began then to examine my comedic enactments in a
different light and to recognize that in fact there was something devilish about
my behavior. As Meredith (1897) points out in his classic essay on comedy,
the comedy of manners began as a combative performance “to prod the
Puritan nervous system like a satanic instrument” (p. 79). The desired goal
was to expose animal passions, human pretensions, and placid absurdities.
My goal—which I believe was largely unconscious, at least as it was
expressed through these enactments—was to challenge the coherence,
congruity, convention, and precision of Mr. B's narrative through comedy's
reliance on incoherence, incongruity, and surprise. To the extent that the
narrative served as the sonorous envelope or the embodied surround of our
relationship, I believe my motive was also to challenge the seamless, inert,
and erased body within which we were living. My motive was
unquestionably underscored by feelings of aggression, even Bacchanalian
hatred in the face of Puritan pride.

And here we come to comedy's bite. The literature on psychoanalysis and
humor is replete with admonitions concerning the analyst's need
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to monitor the use of humor lest it become a destructive and sadistic
enactment or a defense against pain (see, for example, Kubie, 1971). Indeed, I
wondered, did my comedic enactments communicate something of
impatience's sadism? Was I stepping on or over Mr. B in my effort to ease my
own countertransference frustration? Was I attempting to hypomanically move
from lifelessness to the hyperarousal of excitement, bypassing the despair and
hate that undoubtedly underscored Mr. B's experience? Was there some
quality of his pain that was compelling me toward action as opposed to
reflection? Was I the trapped, desexed analyst eager to escape? Was I the
devil mother, spellbound by her own reflection? Or was I engaged in some
manner of magical repair, becoming the mother who could turn from the
mirror and laugh, or the son who could break the mirror in an act of
aggression?

Although I think that any number of these dynamics may have been in play,
simultaneously perhaps, of particular help to me at this juncture was the link
Winnicott drew between the position of the mother and the analyst vis-à-vis
hate. Capturing the complex double bind of mothering, Winnicott (1947)
argued that a mother must have the capacity to hate lest she fall back on
masochism, yet she must also be able to tolerate such hate without expressing
it: “The mother hates the baby before the baby hates the mother, and before
the baby can know his mother hates him” (p. 200). His depiction of the analyst
was explicitly similar:

The analyst must be prepared to bear strain without expecting the
patient to know anything about what he is doing, perhaps over a
long period of time. To do this he must be easily aware of his own
fear and hate. He is in the position of the mother of an unborn or
newly born. Eventually, he ought to be able to tell his patient what
he has been through on the patient's behalf, but an analysis may
never get as far as this [p. 198].

Our understanding of the intersubjective penetration of mother and child,
or that of analyst and analysand, has evolved since Winnicott penned this
description. We may not hold our feet to the fire (or even think it possible) in
quite the same way that Winnicott might have had in mind. Be that as it may, I
found this description useful in contemplating my comedic enactments with
Mr. B. First, there was the matter of my hating Mr. B, perhaps not before he
hated me, but
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before he could know about it. The analyst's necessary investment in the
patient's defenses early in treatment leads to this double bind: the analyst must
have the capacity to hate and thereby avoid a masochistic position, but must
also utilize the hate to understand the defense, without expressing that
understanding or prematurely interpreting it.

Second, there was my experience of strain and how these enactments might
be seen as failures of containment. I believe that such a view may have merit,
although I don't think there was much clinical evidence (by way of Mr. B's
responses) to support such a claim. Instead, I came to understand these
enactments as avenues to understanding or grasping my hate and avoiding
falling into a masochistic position. Indeed, one might argue that these moments
were my efforts, however clumsy, toward good-enough containment. I think it
likely that many mothers experience something similar, and that they
frequently fall into comedy as a way to simultaneously express, grasp, and
thereby struggle to contain their hate.

Reflections such as these are inevitable, and frankly responsible, as one
attempts to analyze the anxiety of countertransference hate and aggression,
especially when the aggression is not manifestly aggressive. We come to each
analysis informed by the principles of analytic responsibility, but we also
learn responsibility anew with each patient as each analysis unfolds.
Enactments such as those I have described are part of that learning process.
This enacted learning, as Crastnopol (2001) has recently suggested, is
contextualized, because it is “set against an ongoing background of relative
abstinence and a balanced, if not ‘neutral,’ investment in the patient's
process” (p. 389). I take the time to make this point because I think the role of
enactment qua enactment has been exaggerated in the literature that extols the
virtues of analytic spontaneity, as well as in the critiques of such spontaneity.
This exaggeration serves many masters but functions at least in part to obscure
the time-limited quality of enactments.

I believe my efforts to relieve or grasp my feelings of hate and aggression
through the action of comedy proved vital to the opening phase of work with
Mr. B. I do not, however, think that such efforts would have been efficacious
at a later point in our work. Moreover, in a manner that illustrates the accrual
of analytic responsibility, I venture that what I learned through the comedy of
these opening enactments afforded me (paradoxically) the forbearance to
endure the depression, anger, paranoia, and (more important) the psychic
retreats that characterized Mr. B's efforts to ward off these states, which
emerged
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in the middle phase of his analysis. These feeling states and defenses were
markedly in play as he began to grasp the full impact of his early neglect and
his feeling that there was too little good experience with which to work. He
especially despaired as we began to work within the transference on his
limited capacities to relate to me, to be curious, to attempt to grasp my mind,
and to allow me to enter his. Of particular importance during this middle
phase was our struggle to bring to his attention the ways in which he sought to
reclaim his abject position of the one who was unloved and undesired, to
reclaim the exquisite power of the moral masochist to whom love is cheap—a
position within which only the judgment and discernment of the untouched
matters.

Moments of laughter were infrequent during this phase, but when they did
occur they took two distinct paths, and rarely (if ever) did they bloom into the
kind of comedy that characterized the first phase. This comedy was perhaps
more quiet. First there was Mr. B's “nervous laugh” as he grappled with his
experiences of envy and desire. These moments were understood as markers
of his anxiety in the face of intersubjective experience and mutuality—
experiences that included both desire and hate. Second, there were moments
of mutual laughter that would occur in response to some association or
recollection. When we worked toward conscious understanding of such
moments, which we did not always do, they were often understood as slipping
into desire, and both the pleasure and anxiety of such surrender was
examined.

These moments of mutual recognition and desire allowed me to reflect on
the enactments of the opening phase and the manner in which analytic
responsibility also shapes the scope and intent of analyst and analysand
(Mitchell, 2000). Consider how we have long recognized that parents are
faced with an exquisite balancing act as they move among and between their
own and their child's states of inhibition and arousal. Too much arousal can
prove traumatizing, even fragmenting, for the child (Ferenczi, 1932). Too
little can lead to death (Spitz, 1965). So, too, the analyst in the opening phase
of any treatment is faced with monitoring, and thereby shaping, her own as
well as the patient's states of arousal and inhibition. We are left to balance
analytic responsibility with our efforts, as Mitchell (2000) put it, “to cultivate
in the analysand a kind of analytically constructive irresponsibility” (p. 131).
We ask our patients to forego conscious responsible intentions and inhibitions
in favor of surrendering to associations and passions. And in so doing, we
weave a net of mutual seduction, up to and including elements of primal
seduction. Teeth are bared.
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It was through the comedy of our opening enactments that Mr. B and I, at a
later juncture in the analysis, began to entertain his lack of teeth—his fears
and inhibitions in the realm of muscular eroticism, including the aggression
and penetration of teeth. An especially interesting avenue was opened as Mr.
B began to reveal his anxieties about kissing, his fears of inadequacy and
“slobbering ineptitude.” Could he bring his mouth to the mouth of another? He
asked, “Isn't that the most intimate thing you can do?” He indicated that he felt
it to be more intimate than genital penetration: “Somehow, I feel myself to be
more open. Maybe more open to saying what I want. Saying with the mouth,
without words, if that makes any sense.” On a related register, I found myself
reflecting on my own “slobbering ineptitude” of the opening phase; did it
reveal my own uncertainty as I grappled with how to bring myself to Mr. B,
or how I would bring my mouth to his mind via the sonorous envelope of
words?

These thoughts led me to wonder about the absence of the maternal mouth,
and I began to examine yet another feature of these comedic enactments. Stein
(1998), in her discussion of primal seduction, captures something of this
dynamic in her description of a patient who had experienced “systematic
maternal nonrecognition, emotional withholding, and erasures of his strivings
and needs” as a man who “did not know the taste of being given to by
mother” (p. 611; emphasis added). Whereas Stein locates the experience in
the patient's mouth, I suggest that we might also read in this description the
absence of the mother's mouth.

I am mindful of how many of my physical lapses in the opening phase were
oral and liquid. I am also aware of the inherent orality and liquidity of
laughter—the spasms of inhalation and exhalation, the drooling, the tearing,
the snot, and the phlegm. In these ways, I believe that Mr. B and I unwittingly
discovered the oral vigor of comedy as it mouths the vitality of maternal
erotic countertransference—a vitality that simultaneously pivots on the
surrender to and regulation of oral aggression: the wish to bite, or as he put it,
“the wish to bite the world.”

Could he get his mind/mouth around the world? Could he take a bite? Was
there enough of a good-enough internal world with which to work? Was it too
restricted, too limited, too grave, and if so, could we build enough together so
that he could go on? Much could be said at this juncture about Mr. B's
experience of that which was missing, and by not focusing on that dimension
of our work together I do not
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wish to deemphasize its importance. However, I set it as my task in this essay
to emphasize the ways in which comedy afforded us a way to resist the
gravity of neglect, and the ways in which it brought a much needed vigor to
the work of construction in the face of neglect. How one then explores that
vigor and space is yet another dimension of analysis, including the analyst's
monitoring of his own constructive and stimulating activity.

These thoughts bring me to Winnicott's (1947) admonition that the mother
“mustn't eat” the baby, the mother must guard against the overstimulation that
may arise for the baby as the consequence of her own unchecked oral desires
and aggression (p. 201). Similarly, in the face of a baby's frailty (which may
provoke any number of feelings, including hate), mothers must modulate their
comedic efforts to relieve those feelings through aggression. We might add, in
Winnicottian spirit, that the mother must not consume her baby with laughter.
Along these lines, Bollas (1995) suggests that mothers have to monitor their
comedic exaggeration and aggression so that they do not “compel laughter,
driving a false self into a predetermined response” (p. 237). Any good-
enough mother, like any good-enough comedian, has to have good-enough
timing.

Without diminishing these insights, I would like to raise something of a
counterpoint. As I learned with Mr. B, if a mother is sufficiently decathected
from her own oral desires and her own aggression—if she lacks the desire to
eat her baby—the consequence is an equally destructive understimulation.
Even Dan Quayle grasped the necessity of the sadomasochism of primal
density as it moves into the intersubjective mother-child plane, when he
stated, “Republicans understand the importance of bondage between a mother
and child” (Petras and Petras, 1993, p. 67).

This bond is dodgy and delicate for mother and child alike. And yet, if a
mother does not actively move her aggression (including her oral aggression)
—along with her efforts to relieve her hate—into the mother-child
intersubjective space, these disturbing aspects of life can run amok with
varying consequences, one being a child who does not adequately cathect the
whorl and the whirl of primal density. In like manner, the analyst who guards
too closely, or remains unaware of his or her own experience of what Welles
and Wrye (1991) call “maternal erotic regression” (p. 97)—up to and
including the regression and aggression of cracking up—risks stiffly blocking
the possibilities of cracking in.
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